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No "theme" is this month's issue —
just a heterogeneous collection of s-f
and fantasy game ideas. We've got
another good Timothy Zahn story,
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new Aftermath (and a capsule review of
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You'll also notice that we've got
some interior color this issue. If reactions are good, it may become a habit.
NOT in this issue is the oddball game
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was subject to constraints of time and
space — neither of which proved sufficient. We'll try again later.
—Steve Jackson
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WHERE WE'RE GOING
For once, the title of this column is
100% literally appropriate. The first
announcement is ... where we're going.
We're going to 2700 Metcalfe, Austin,
Texas 78741. By the end of August, our
move should be substantially complete.
(Our phone number and PO box will
remain as before; use the new address
ONLY for UPS and the like, please.)
Due to the move, the niagazine is running somewhat late this month, As this
column goes in, we're about a week
behind.
Our new space has — I hope — all the
room we'll be needing for some time. In
addition to a slightly expanded office
area, it has a room we plan to make a
"permanent playtest" headquarters, and
a BIG warehouse area. It's also closer to
town. A definite improvement.
***

Business goes well, I think. I've just
gotten the initial sales figures on our
latest releases. In one month, we sold
approximately 3,600 Car Wars, 3,200

Undead, 3,000 Killer, and 1,700 Game
Design. That's about half again what I
was hoping for. Thanks ...
* * *

New projects . . . The miniature
vehicles for Car Wars are still a nearcertainty. We're being VERY picky
about the original sculpture, and I have
to admit that there's a small chance that
we'll never get any masters that are
beautiful enough to accept. But I think
we will. Work is also in progress on two
Car Wars supplements, each of which
expands the original game in a different
direction. More on all of this next issue.
Denis Loubet and Paul Jaquays are
still working on their respective sets of
Cardboard Heroes. We're still looking at
a September release date for the four
new sets: Denis' three batches of
Monsters and Undead, and Paul's first
set of 15mm Traveller figures.
Two other Cardboard Heroes projects have been waiting in the wings for

quite a while: bases and floor plans. The
bases would be totally optional: plastic
gadgets for those who want a little
more weight on their figures. The floor
plans would be similar to various
"dungeon floors" now on the market.
The differences would be (1) they
would be full-color, attractive "stone"
floors; (2) they would be plastic coated,
so you could mark on them and then
ERASE the marks, and (3) they would
sell for only $5 a set.
***

A note on Killer: A lot of game
stores are sponsoring games for their
customers, but the best we've heard so
far has come from Warriors, Wizards,
and Robots, a California emporium.
Their tournament is being GM'd by a
private investigator . . . who used to
play the game with other "private
eyes" as an informal training aid. That
ought to be a GOOD game . . . wish I
could get in on it!
—Steve Jackson

GAME MASTER
GAME MASTER exists to answer questions
on your favorite games. If you have a rules
question or play problem, send it in. Questions
to be answered will be chosen on the basis of
general interest. They will be first referred to
the game publisher or designer. If no response is
received, GAME MASTER will offer its own
interpretation of the rule. Sorry — no individual
replies are possible.

there is no mention of this. What is the solution?
(2) If Iranian militants or mobs close-attack
a helicopter, can that helicopter still attempt to
leave — in other words, can helicopters leave
with Iranians in the same area?
Overall, I really enjoy the game and find it
a very clean system ...
Bill Creed
Washington, DC
(The long arm of coincidence strikes! Two

days after Bill's letter arrived, we got another
letter, with the exact same two questions, from
Michael Jeck of Falls Church, VA.)
(1) The U.S. player should be docked one
point for each person who escapes the embassy
on the ground rather than in a helicopter.
(2) Yes, a helicopter may leave with Iranians
in the same area. When they moved into its area
and close-attacked it, they had their chance to
disable it. If they were not successful, the helicopter is free to (attempt to) leave.
— Steve Jackson

Next Issue
Our October issue will have something special for SF
miniatures gamers — a pull-out section on advanced armored
combat rules for TRAVELLER,
Also, for D&D enthusiasts, there will be an article on realistic
rules for radiation, and "Demography of a Fantasy World," by
Lewis Pulsipher;
And, for SF role-players, a featured review of SPI's new
game system, UNIVERSE.

